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Abstract—This work presents a novel concept for object Re-
Identification (ReID) based on multiple object detecting visual
sensors with focus on data privacy and ethical usage of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) enhanced deployments. By challenging the
current state of the art solutions for ReID, the proposed concept
is optimising individual privacy in terms of data protection and
transportation. With attention to the laws, covered by the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) inside the European Union,
AI driven applications especially with deployments in public
places are regularly prohibited. Within this paper announced
methods all personal data neither leaves the secured sensors,
nor gets stored on any media at any point of time - which is a
requirement for GDPR. Furthermore, most of the currently used
methods are compared with temporal finite datasets in retrospect.
Our vision is to design a GDPR compliant platform for near real
time ReID that supports contemporaneous auditing and not after
the fact.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the field of computer vision has witnessed

remarkable advancements, particularly in the area of object

detection and tracking. One of the fundamental challenges

in this domain is the task of re-identifying objects across

multiple cameras or sensors, commonly known as the Re-

Identification problem [1]. ReID plays a crucial role in various

applications, such as traffic management, video surveillance or

crowd monitoring in complex environments (e.g. events, fire

service, etc.). The ReID problem arises when multiple cameras

or sensors observe the same or partially overlapping scene,

capturing objects from different viewpoints, angles, and under

varying lighting conditions. These differences in viewpoints

and environmental factors often lead to significant variations in

appearance, making it difficult to accurately track and identify

objects across different sensors. Moreover, variations in pose,

clothing, occlusions, and partial appearances further exacer-

bate the challenge. In a multi-object multi-sensor tracking sce-

nario, the goal is to develop robust algorithms and techniques

that can associate objects across different sensors, enabling

reliable tracking and identification. This scenario involves

processing data from multiple cameras, depth sensors, LiDAR,

or any other sensing modalities, with the aim of establishing

correspondences between objects appearing in different sensor

streams. To address the ReID problem in this complex setting,

researchers and engineers have leveraged advancements in

deep learning, computer vision, and pattern recognition. Deep

neural network architectures, such as Siamese networks [2],

[3], triplet networks [4], and generative adversarial networks

(GANs) [5], have shown promising results in learning dis-

criminative representations for individual identities. In most

of these research initiatives, data protection, privacy concerns

and ethical topics are not considered. However, especially in

Europe the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) act

plays an important role. Therefore, this paper is focused on

privacy and data protection issues in a multi-object multi-

sensor tracking system. In general, most research is exploring

algorithms and methods where the visual data streams of

all sensors are analyzed in one stack, neglecting privacy or

data protection concerns. While this is acceptable for some

use cases, especially the European law demands for active

privacy and data protection support. Based on that, concepts

and research are needed in order to tackle this important ethical

area. This paper proposes an universal concept for anonymous

ReID systems and highlights, the individual components and

steps. The paper is structured as follows: Section II gives a

broad overview of various methods and technologies used to

address the occurring problems related to ReID. Afterwards in

section III the proposed concept is discussed in terms of data

privacy and is juxtaposed to actual procedures. Also, several

theorems are suggested, a system has to fulfil to comply with

GDPR within this part of the work. Finally conclusions and

open research topics are discussed in section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

Several very recent surveys on ReID [7] or the subproblem

Multi Object Tracking (MOT) [8] have been proposed. In the

following, a short overview of the main findings concerning

anonymous ReID systems is given.

A. Definition for Re-Identification

The topic of ReID in recent research is mostly based on

person ReID or vehicle ReID and accomplished by utilising

single RGB image frames of pre-recorded video data. For the

purpose of the proposed concept this section sets the scope and

explicates those inconsistencies to archive a status quo. As for

the definition of the term itself, most researchers agree that

detected objects of different sensors are matched. However

the community around this subject is divided on specific
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Fig. 1. Generic Steps to accomplish ReID in one sensor (see [6])

definitions. Some authors define ReID as a process assuming

only non-overlapping field of views [9], [10]. Whereas other

definitions incorporate overlapping field of views as well [11],

[12].

B. Steps of a Re-ID System

Figure 1 presents the most important steps of a MOT

system. In general, this result is the outcome of the processing

pipeline within one camera sensor. This is followed by the

interconnection of the individual outcomes of several camera

processing pipelines where the same objects are identified and

numbered (see Figure 2).

In the following, recent scientific results are introduced.

Please note, we do not focus on object detection approaches

such as DETR [13] or Swin Transformer [14] as we identify

this as a separate research question to be solved. The starting

point of the ReID process is a 100 percent object detection

performance.

Fig. 2. Generic Steps to accomplish ReID over multiple sensors

C. Single-Sensor Multi-Object Tracking

Modern MOT methods can be separated into two main

categories: tracking-by-detection [15], [16], [16]–[21] and

joint-detection-tracking approaches [22]–[26]. Tracking-by-

detection methods involve the first step of detecting the objects

and then associating them based on cues of appearance and

motion. Due to the advancements in object detection tech-

niques, these methods have been successful in dominating the

MOT task for an extended period. The SORT [21] algorithm

has an implementation of a Kalman filter algorithm for motion

based MOT. Its improvement, the DeepSORT [20] is a state-of-

the-art algorithm which successfully incorporates appearance

features into object association. In comparison Joint-detection-

tracking methods, such as JDE [26] and FairMOT [23],

incorporate appearance embedding or motion prediction into

detection frameworks, thus achieving comparable performance

with low computational costs. However, these joint trackers

face the challenge of competition between the individual parts,

which limits their tracking performance.

D. Re-identification

Re-identification is a crucial component in multi-camera

traffic flow analysis, aiming to identify vehicles across differ-

ent cameras. Convolutional Neuronal Network (CNN)-based

ReID methods have shown strong feature representation, em-

ploying various loss functions (triplet loss [27], online instance

matching loss [28], circle loss [29]) to learn discriminative

features. A model trained with triplet loss is, based on a

distance metric, advised to view pairs of the same samples

closer to each other than different ones [27]. Online instance

matching loss is used for joint-detection-tracking approaches

to combine detection and re-identification by separating be-

tween three classes (labeled identities, unlabeled identities

and backclutter) and calculating the cosine distance of the

features of labeled and unlabeled identities in a circular queue

[28]. Upon obtaining the extracted features, the final stage

of the vehicle ReID process entails inter-camera association.

This involves subjecting trajectories built from the acquired

features to a matching algorithm resulting in a system-wide

consistent ID. Recent works propose the usage of traffic rules,

spatial-temporal constraints, to reduce search space as well as

accelerating matching algorithms like greedy algorithms [30]

and hierarchical clustering [31].

E. State-of-the-art performances

In the past decade, the Re-Identification task got more and

more attention. With the advancement of Neural Networks and

AI-based technologies the accuracy of such tasks improved

from year to year. According to paperswithcode.com the

most accurate Person-re-identification approaches, depending

on mean Average Precision (mAP), peak at 98.3% [32],

97.1% [33] and 86.5% [34] mAP on the Market-1501 [35],

DukeMTMC-reID [36] and MSMT17 [37] dataset respec-

tively. However, the accuracy drops to 27% [38] mAP on the

Market-1501-C dataset [39], which consists of algorithmically

generated corruptions like Noise: Gaussian, speckle; Blur:

defocus, frosted glass, motion, zoom; Weather: snow, fog, rain;
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Fig. 3. Sample model of an common traffic situation, where two connected
roundabouts are connected over an highway.

and Digital: contrast, pixel, etc. with different severity levels,

reflecting the difficulty of real-life problems. Benchmarking

those difficult settings Minghui Chen et. al [39] comes to

the conclusion transformer based models are more robust than

CNN ones.

In a similar field, vehicle-re-identification (VReID), which

has specific problems due to small inter-variability (different

car, but similar model and color) and high intra-variability

(same car, front/back view difference) of the data, similar

challenges were made. Although VReID got more attention in

recent years there is less published and reproducible code out

there than in person-re-identification (PReID). A well-known

dataset for VReID is the Veri-776 dataset [40]. According

to paperswithcode.com the best approaches reach 88.0%,

87.1% and 83.4% mAP respectively [41]. While there are

public datasets for standard situations, there is no extensive

research in artificially corrupted datasets, like the Market-

1501-C dataset [39] from PReID, yet.

Another known challenge series is the AI-City-Challenge

series. The last AI-City-Challenge with a mAP score including

a ReID-problem was Track1 in the 2021 AI-City-Challenge.

The best performing team achieved a mAP score of 74.45%

[42]. To fully understand the complete scope of ReID addi-

tional metrics need to be accounted for in official competition.

Despite high mAP-scores in some cases it is still a challenging

task far from solved, especially in real-life applications.

To the authors best knowledge, contemporary ReID ap-

proaches do not prioritize feature selection for the purpose

of guaranteeing anonymous ReID in the current scientific

literature. Consequently, we intend to elaborate on this concept

in the following chapter.

III. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF ANONYMOUS REID

SYSTEMS

Figure 3 displays a common traffic situation captured by

multiple cameras with partially to fully overlapping observing

areas. In this example solving the ReID problem is a necessity

for a traffic management system. To tackle those problems, our

conceptual design for an anonymous ReID system is defined

as follows.

Let S = (S1, S2, . . . , Sn) be a n-tuple of sensors (e.g.

RGB-cameras) and Si the i-th sensor, with i, n ∈ N and

1 ≤ i ≤ n. Without loss of generality (WLOG) one generic

sensor pipeline and the connection from sensors to a collective

database is described in the following.

From an arbitrary sensor Si, we get the sensor output (e.g.

a frame from a RGB-camera), denoted as Oi. On the given

sensor output Oi, object detection models (e.g. a YOLO-

Model) are applied to detect objects present in the current

sensor output. From a sensor output Oi we extract Di =
{d1, d2, . . . , dk}, with k ∈ N where Di represents the set of

detected objects in sensor output Oi, and dj represents the

j-th detected object (e.g. an array with a bounding box, a

confidence score and an object class), with 1 ≤ j ≤ k. With

the newly gained information Di, advanced feature extraction

is performed on the sensor output Oi to obtain m amount of

feature descriptors for the set of detected objects Di. For the

set of detected objects Di we extract Fi ∈ R
k×m, where Fi

represents the feature matrix obtained from the sensor output

Oi, after getting the information of the detected objects Di,

and fj,l ∈ Fi represents the feature descriptor associated with

the j-th detected object and its l-th feature descriptor. So

every column holds one specific feature descriptor (e.g. color)

of every detected object and every row holds all the feature

descriptors of one detected object dj .

With the feature matrices of different sensor outputs, a

matching algorithm then performs ReID. To improve reliability

one matching algorithm can be performed before connecting

the data of multiple sensors and another one thereafter. There-

fore the feature matrices can get improved with a temporary ID

on a single sensor to improve the ReID results of a multiple-

sensor-system. As data protection is important to uphold, the

first matching algorithm could be processed in one camera

with more sensible data to improve results, while guaranteeing

the raw data (e.g. RGB-frames) never leaving the camera.

Another approach suggested by Dangwal et al. [43] miti-

gates reverse engineering attacks on local feature descriptors

compromising accuracy while improving data anonymity. To

preempt such reverse engineering attacks, it is crucial to select

suitable features, to ensure even in the event of a successful

attack, sensitive data remains protected. We expand on this part

in section III-A. For further considerations on our concept we

define the following terms as follows.

Definition 1 (personal data): In accordance with the pro-

visions and guidelines stipulated by the General Data Pro-

tection Regulation GDPR [44] the following statements are

delineated:

• "Personal data is any information that relates to an iden-

tified or identifiable living individual. Different pieces

of information, which collected together can lead to

the identification of a particular person, also constitute

personal data."

• "Personal data that has been de-identified, encrypted or

pseudonymised but can be used to re-identify a person

remains personal data and falls within the scope of the

GDPR."
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• "Personal data that has been rendered anonymous in such

a way that the individual is not or no longer identifiable

is no longer considered personal data. For data to be truly

anonymised, the anonymisation must be irreversible."

Definition 2 (named entity): Related to definition 1 we

define a named entity as: an individual living which can be

identified with an uniquely associated name. Additionally, it

encompasses any object that, when combined with certain

distinguishing features (e.g. licence plates, document numbers,

registration numbers, etc.), facilitates the unique identification

of such individual living.

Definition 3 (field of view): As discussed in the II-A subsec-

tion, the scientific community is divided into overlapping and

non-overlapping ReID environments. Our concept supports

both kind of views as a ReID system. This is especially

important to cover larger areas such as whole cities or large

malls.

Based on the formalized ReID scenario and definitions, we

enumerate the following individual principles which define a

GDPR compliant ⊕ReID system:

Theorem 1: An anonymous ReID system ⊕ReID is defined

as a system where tracked objects can not be identified as

named entities.

Theorem 2: An anonymous ReID system ⊕ReID consists

of in-sensor iSi processing and out-sensor oSi processing.

Features fj,l ∈ Fi that leave the in-sensor processing are not

capable to restore the whole scenery. Raw sensor data is not

allowed to be transferred.

Theorem 3: The anonymity of named entities must not be

violated even through enrichment with external interpolated

features.

Theorem 4: An anonymous ⊕ReID feature set is defined

that their granularity is set that neither a single feature nor

their cross section can pin point a named entity.

Theorem 5: An anonymous ReID system ⊕ReID is defined

as a system where positions and those calculations are accom-

plished by using an anonymous location reference system.

In the following subsections, the individual topics according

to the stated theorems are discussed in more detail.

A. Feature Restoring

As specified beforehand, one main focal point of an anony-

mous ReID system is the set of features that are transferred

between sensor and further processing engines. In this context,

we can define two sets of features, namely anonymous feature

vs. ReID optimized feature. Figure 4 demonstrates this issue.

An anonymous feature is defined as a feature which does not

allow to restore the original scenery. Whereas a ReID opti-

mized feature has its own focus on optimising the matching

algorithm of entities.

As an example, we can propose a simple color histogram

of an object as an anonymous feature which does not allow to

restore the original RGB image. However, the color histogram

has a very poor ReID matching capability. In contrast to that,

a licence plate detector has a very strong ReID matching

capability for cars but a very poor anonymous capability.

Of course, the optimal solution for an anonymous ReID

system is the selection of features that are in the union of

these two sets. A detailed research in this direction has been

elaborated by [43], where features are evaluated according to

its characteristic to restore RGB images.

B. Linkability as Anonymity Benchmark

Linkability pertains to the capacity to establish connections

between anonymized data and external data sets or supple-

mentary information in order to re-identify named entities.

Evaluating linkability entails assessing the ease of degree with

which the anonymized data can be linked to external sources.

A lower level of linkablity signifies a heightened level of data

anonymity, indicating the increased difficulty in associating

the anonymized data with specific individuals through external

data sources. This evaluation provides insights into the effec-

tiveness of data anonymization techniques in preventing the

ReID of individuals through linkage with external information.

To measure the anonymity of the linkage of internal features

and external features, we introduce the metric "Level of

Anonymity (A)". A takes the value of 1, if given a collection

of features, where it is impossible to ascertain the object’s

identification as a named entity, when connected with external

information. By assigning A the value of 1, it signifies a

heightened level of anonymity, implying that no combination

of features can yield sufficient evidence to associate the object

with a named entity.

Let F be a set of features (extracted within a sensor such as

the pose of a person, etc.), let Fe be a set of external features

(e.g., social media data, etc.) which uniquely identify a named

entity. The set including all such sets Fe, which uniquely

identify a named entity, is denoted as EF . Let A ∈ {0, 1} be

a binary variable, denoting the level of anonymity associated

with an entity. A = 1 if the following statement is true:

∀Fe ∈ EF : F ∩ Fe �= Fe,

otherwise A = 0.

It must be noted that achieving an accurate implementation

of the mathematical formula in practice is challenging. A

suitable trade-off between anonymity and features needs to

be identified. While this is theoretically correct, one has to

consider the scope of the ReID system. The smaller the scope

becomes, the more features can be taken into consideration to

influence the level of anonymity.

Fig. 4. Anonymous feature vs. ReID optimized feature
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C. Process of ⊕ ReID system

To fix the issues discussed in section I and partially in

section II the novel concept is introduced within this section.

For the sake of explanation we use a hypothetical use case and

sensor array - but the concept is not limited by the scenario

and should be universally applicable. A representation for this

hypothetical use case is shown in figure 3. During the research

for ReID we could identify and differentiate between several

sequential steps which are essential to perform ReID. To

accomplish an anonymous approach, we suggest the following

deviations to the procedure.

1) Data gathering: In the beginning data has to be gathered

which lays within the scope of the regarded region. At this

point the produced data of multiple sensors (e.g. S1, S2 of

our example) can be ambiguous, in our hypothetical example

we have multiple video streams of a generic traffic situation

as data source. For the reason of data privacy this stream

of data should not be sent to any external server or be

exchanged between sensors. But processed directly at the

recording sensor or a directly connected companion processing

device respectively. We call this in-sensor (iSi) processing.

2) Object detection: Depending on the data, a specialized

algorithm or deep learning process is required for detecting the

contained objects. Whereas this may consist of audio snippets,

bounding boxes e.g., in our example we would use a YOLO

object detection CNN to get the bounding boxes of vehicles.

This detection should be conducted in-sensor (iSi) where no

public services should be used for detection.

3) Object classification / metadata interpolation: This step

is required to enrich the detected objects with additional

metadata. Frame by frame all detections are fed through

multiple classification algorithms or neuronal networks in a

parallel manner. These classifiers need to be constructed in

a modular design for effortless exchanging depending on the

situation and the sensors capabilities. In our example we would

use analysing methods for location (camera based), vehicle

type (CNN), vehicle color (histogram analysis). The metadata

analysis should again be performed in-sensor without any

external resources to comply with data privacy.

4) Re-Identification algorithm: As all previous steps are

fulfilled in-sensor (iSi) the ReID step itself is accomplished

on a bigger centralised server (oSi). Therefore, the data of

the detected objects has to get transmitted to this service.

We propose to utilise a kind of data broker service for

data exchange. Needless to say, the transferred messages are

exclusively composed by corresponding metadata of detected

objects. A message (M ) can be defined as the combination of

the sensor’s id (i) a timestamp (t) and finally the feature set

of the corresponding timestamp (Fi(t)).

M = (i, t, Fi(t))

Depending on calculation and transmission speed, multiple

combinations of timestamps and feature sets can be collected

and send within one message.

Fig. 5. Visualisation of the proposed camera based anonymous location
reference system

D. Anonymous location reference system

The two most anonymous parameters in the case of named

entities, but features with great impact on algorithms for

matching objects are the objects exact position at what exact

point of time. An exact localisation of an object by using only

a camera sensor is a challenging task. For this problem we

want to propose the following method as a possible solution.

The cameras properties consist of the intrinsic sensor values

like tilt angle, focal length, zoom level and so on. Combined

with the global orientation, the sensors exact GPS location or

the relative position to other sensors and the sensors mounting

height; all information for an exact pixel wise localisation,

is given. To keep privacy issues, we propose, to span a two

dimensional color space gradient (i.e. red and green channel

of RGB color space) extending the whole observed area as

visualised in figure 5. For larger areas, a grid like system

similar to raster map tile systems can be introduced to retain

a fine granularity where the third color channel could be used

as tile identifier. The sensor system has to render an image of

the view ports color gradient only once and use it as a overlay

mask. The great benefit of such a system is that regarding

of viewing angle, field of view, and camera position, not a

single calculation is required for localisation. In terms of data

anonymity any subsequent calculations for distances, object

height and positions can be based on this alternative location

system. Therefore without explicit knowledge of the exact

sensor positions, the real positions of detected objects can be

used for calculations in an obfuscated environment.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OPEN RESEARCH TOPICS

In this paper the benchmarks of vehicle and person ReID

approaches are presented and the privacy issues of the status

quo are mentioned. Furthermore a conceptual design to im-

prove the data anonymity of ReID systems in the future is

outlined in various steps. The problem-structure gets defined

and future goals of the practical realisation of the concept

are articulated. Furthermore, the term Linkability is defined

to recognize if acquired features are anonymous. Finally a

method to guarantee anonymous location tracking is proposed.

For future work, extensive research of anonymous features in

combination with high performance is needed. Additionally

the automatic generation of anonymous training data would

improve the performance as the data gathering of real-life
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applications are difficult to acquire without violating the

GDPR. Finally, the anonymous localisation data of objects

without displaying GPS-coordinates has jet to be implemented.

Some open research issues of ReID are as follows:

• Classification of feature sets - anonymity: Future research

in this domain necessitates conducting an extensive inves-

tigation into the nature of features, delving deeper into

their implications concerning anonymity. Furthermore,

thorough exploration of privacy-preserving algorithms is

crucial, with a focus on comprehending the effects of

diverse anonymisation techniques.

• Comparison of ReID Matching algorithms: In order to

extend the current body of knowledge, it is essential to

undertake a contemporary research building upon previ-

ous surveys [7], [45] that have compared re-identification

matching algorithms. This endeavor should employ mod-

ern state-of-the-art benchmarks to assess the advance-

ments made in recent years and determine the most

efficacious approaches for ReID.

• Implementation of location reference system: As pointed

out in section III-D, the objects location is a potent

feature for ReID. The proposed method for a camera

based reference system has yet to be implemented and

validated against anonymity and performance.
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